Hammer's Worker Trainer Program embodies meaningful worker involvement and is recognized as a Department of Energy Best Practice. It provides training critical for fostering positive worker safety and health practices across the Hanford Site.

Worker trainers are Metal and Building Trades bargaining-unit employees who volunteer to participate in the program. Recognized as safety advocates by their peers, worker trainers bridge the gap between the field and classroom by providing advanced safety training to ensure a strong, consistent safety culture across the Site.

- Identified as a DOE Best Practice in meaningful worker involvement
- Benefits students in the classroom and workers at their jobsites
- Addresses current, pressing issues from the field in the classroom
- Produces worker trainers as safety advocates in the field, modeling safe practices in the classroom and workplace
- Provides craft workers a voice to actively participate in training

Health and safety training at Hammer is a true partnership between Labor and Management. The Worker Trainer Program exemplifies this strong partnership and is crucial to providing high-quality training for the Hanford workforce.
CONTACT INFORMATION:
(509) 372-3143 | HAMMER@rl.gov | www.hammer.hanford.gov